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It is the purpose of this Letter to describe
briefly the manner in which a transformation
due to Stratonovich' can be used to calculate
approximately the grand partition functions of
some many-body systems.

Consider the grand partition function

Z =Tr[exp(-PK -PV - vN)],

where

K=+.e.q. q. , V=x ~ v. . .pl. 9
z g s $ i '

k ) &jy+4 & j
N=Q q q , P. =.1/.»T, v=P, /~T,i'

(T = temperature, p =chemical potential) and the
and q& are the creation and destruction opera-

tors for the particles of the system; the qz and

qi may have commutation relations appropriate
to either Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac statis-
tics.

It should be noted that vij k~ =vk$ ij necessar-
ily, so that V can be regarded as a quadratic
form in the variables $f& =qf q&. Bringing this
quadratic form into normal form one has
V =+ Xo pc,', where the Xz are real and the po
are linear combinations of the $". The grand
partition function may now be rewritten

Z =Tr[exp( PK - uN - P-P X p ')].

One can now transform this expression by
making use of the identity

exp(- e»' - 2vv'a»)d» = exp(a'] .

Z= ex -Ls ds
CS ~8 QS

(4)

where

Z,[» ]=sg» '+@[» ],a,s es es'

exp[-pf[» ])=Tr exp -P(K +p,& )os s s s

-mw"*Q(-) )~» pa es ats

The essential feature of the transformation
(4)-(6) is that the operator appearing in the ex-
ponent in (6) is only quadratic in the operators
g.~, g, so that the evaluation of the indicated

gy

trace is essentially similar to the evaluation of
the partition function of a system of noninteract-

This identity cannot be applied directly to (1)
because of the noncommutativity of the operators
involved. To overcome this difficulty one may
make use of the ordering label technique of
Feynman' and introduce an ordering label s to
write

Z=Tr(exp[-g (K +yN)-, g Q X p ']3, (3)

where Qs has been written for lot ds; the quanti-
ties in (3) can now be handled as though they were
c numbers, the ordering determined by s being
restored when convenient.

Applying the identity (2) to (3) one now easily
finds
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L[» ]+ ~ ln det(LI) =0.
es QS

QS

(10)

ipz particles moving in a field determined by the
» . Equations (4) and (5) then express Z as a
weighted average of the quantity (6) over the
fields [» s].

In some cases the integral (4) can be conven-
iently evaluated by the method of steepest des-
cents. One then finds

inZ~- vP(» o)*-pf[» o]--,' ln[det(L, )o], (7)Q- Q

where the @~6 are determined by the equation

(sL/s» ) =0 (8)es 0

(it can be shown that the solution» s' of this
equation is independent of s, hence the use of the
abbreviated notation» for»~s'), while L, is
the matrix

( )
1 BL' ns;ys' 2& ex Bxes ys'

( )o means that the quantity is evaluated at » s
0~XQ 0

Evaluation of the formulas (7)-(9) shows that
(8) represents an obvious generalization to finite
temperature of the ordinary Hartree self-consist-
ent-field equations, while the first two terms of
(7) represent the energy in the Hartree approxi-
mation and the last term of (7) is (at T =0) es-
sentially the correlation energy calculated in the
approximation of Brueckner and Gell-Mann. ~

We add a few remarks concerning some of the
features and the range of application of the
method illustrated above.

(i) In a higher approximation Eq. (8) deter-
mining x 0 is replaced by

the Hartree-Fock equations, but in the Fermi-
Dirac case constitutes a set of equations which
are generalizations of (and include) the Bardeen,
Cooper, and Schrieffer equations of supercon-
ductivity. »

(iv) In the approximation described in (ii) the
term equivalent to the last term of (7) represents
(at T =0) the correlation energy calculated in the
approximation of the Brueckner nuclear matter
theory. '

(v) In the approximation described in (ii), the
equation equivalent to (10) determines at T = 0 a
self-consistent field dependent upon the reaction
matrix, of the type introduced in the Brueckner
nuclear-matter theory. '

(vi) In some cases the solutions of (8) are de-
generate in the sense that there is a continuum
of solutions xz all yielding the same value for
L[»~o]. In this case special measures have to be
taken in the application of the method of steepest
descents. This situation corresponds physically
to the presence of collective motions of the type
illustrated by the rotational collective motion of
nuclei.

(vii) In some cases there may be two or more
solutions of (8) representing local minima of L.
In evaluating (7) one must of course use the so-
lution x which makes L an absolute minimum.
However, it may be that as P is varied the local
minima change their relative positions and the
absolute minimum switches at some temperature
from one to another local minimum. This pro-
cess presumably gives a description of some
sorts of phase transition.

These remarks will be enlarged upon in a
series of papers now being prepared for publica-
tion.

This equation represents a generalization of the
Hartree-Pock equations to include the effects of
correlation in the approximation of Brueckner
and Gell-Mann. '

(ii) It is possible to write V as a Hermitean
form in the variables

&&& =gag&. Writing V in this
form and proceeding in the same manner as
above, one obtains results formally similar to
those given above but representing a different
method of approximation in the calculation of Z.

(iii) In the approximation described in (ii) the
equation equivalent to (8) no longer represents
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